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Abstract— We examine the problem of planning the trajectory of a robotic vehicle to gather data from a deployment
of stationary sensors. The robotic vehicle and the sensors
are equipped with wireless modems (e.g., radio in terrestrial
environments or acoustic in underwater environments), which
provide noisy communication across limited distances. In such
scenarios, the robotic vehicle can improve its efficiency by
planning an informed data gathering trajectory. Prior work
has proposed information theoretic performance metrics for
these problems based on mutual information, but such metrics do not properly account for stochastic variations in the
quantity being measured. We propose a novel performance
metric for data gathering in robotic sensor networks based on
the concept of squared error distortion. This metric provides
a principled approach for modeling source variations and
communication limitations during data collection. We analyze
the formal properties of the distortion function, and we propose
a sampling-based motion planning algorithm for optimizing
data gathering tours for minimal distortion. We compare the
proposed algorithms in simulation, and we show that distortion
metrics provide significant improvements in data gathering
efficiency.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The accurate measurement and interpolation of largescale spatio-temporal processes is becoming increasingly
important for sciences such as biology, climatology, geology,
and oceanography. In terrestrial environments, phenomena
of interest include seismic activity [15], volcanic activity,
and catastrophic weather patterns. In marine environments,
harmful algal blooms [23], oil spills, and other oceanographic
events are extremely challenging to monitor effectively with
available technology (e.g., satellites, drifters, and humanoperated surface craft). Recent advances in autonomous
robotic vehicles and sensor networks have made it feasible
to study and predict these phenomena across large spatial
scales and long periods of time, but a number of challenges
still remain. For example, many currently deployed sensors
must be removed from the field to download their data. The
ability to gather sensor data in situ would improve the costeffectiveness and lifespan of the sensors and would make
such deployments feasible across larger scales.
To improve the efficiency of spatio-temporal monitoring,
we discuss the use of an autonomous robotic vehicle acting
as a “data mule” to gather data from a large-scale sensor
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Fig. 1. Visualization of an autonomous vehicle gathering data from a
deployment of sensors monitoring a source signal. We propose a novel
metric based on the squared error distortion to optimize the trajectory of
the vehicle.

deployment. The vehicle and sensors are equipped with
wireless modems (e.g., radio in terrestrial environments or
acoustic in underwater environments), which allow communication across limited range. Such range constraints are
apparent in all large-scale sensor deployments, and they
are particularly prominent in underwater sensor networks,
where communication is limited to low-bandwidth acoustic
modems [8] or short-distance optical [28].
In this paper, we propose a novel metric for coordinating
the actions of a robotic vehicle collecting data from a stationary sensor network. The objective of the robotic vehicle
is to process the collected data in order to track the dynamic
source sequence. Since the problem setting is inherently
estimation theoretic in nature, the metric we propose to
measure the fidelity of the source estimate is based on the
idea of minimizing the squared error distortion along the
trajectory of the vehicle, which captures the average error
in estimating the stochastic source. The distortion metric is
widely used in the wireless communications literature (see
[25], [19], [11], [4], [5] for details) to study the problem
of lossy reconstruction of source sequences, but to our
knowledge is unknown in the robotics literature.
The distortion metric is related to the more commonly used
metric of mutual information for arbitrary source sequences.
In fact, both the metrics are equivalent for Gausian sources
with additive Gaussian measurement noise, which is the
premise of this work. In this work, we also develop a

communication strategy (encoding strategy at the sensors
and decoding strategy at the vehicle), which quantifies the
effective distortion along the trajectory of the vehicle. The
communication strategy we propose here is suboptimal, since
the optimal strategy that minimizes the distortion in our
problem setting is an open problem in information theory
(see [16], [18] for details).
It is straightforward to show that, in the general case, finding an optimal trajectory for a vehicle to minimize distortion
is NP-hard. We also show that distortion does not possess
the properties of monotonicity or submodularity, which are
often associated with information gathering metrics. However, we demonstrate that sampling-based motion planning
algorithms can be used to generate effective trajectories using
limited computational resources. The resulting robotic data
collection trajectories improve the efficiency of sensing and
move towards tighter integration between motion planning
and communication.
The novelties of this paper include the introduction of a
principled metric for autonomous data gathering based on
distortion, the formulation of motion planning algorithms
to optimize this metric efficiently, and the empirical comparison of the proposed techniques. The remainder of this
paper is organized as follows. We first highlight the need
for principled data gathering metrics by discussing related
work in the areas of robotic motion planning, wireless
communication, and sensor networks (Section II). We then
formulate the robotic data collection problem, we introduce
the distortion metric, and we propose a communication
strategy that evaluates this distortion metric along a trajectory
(Section III). The properties of the proposed distortion metric
is derived in Section IV. We then propose a number of
approximate algorithms for optimizing the distortion metric
efficiently (Section V). Finally, we validate our proposed
approach through simulated experiments (Section VI), draw
conclusions, and discuss future work (Section VII).
II. R ELATED W ORK
There has been increasing interest in the robotics community on the problem of coordinating robotic data mules for
data collection tasks [21]. Recent research has often focused
on ground robots constrained to download data from all
deployed sensors. If the network is sparse, it can be efficient
to partition the sensors into sub-networks and optimize the
collection over each sub-network [29]. For denser networks,
if the communication range of the sensors can be modeled
as a fixed radius, it is possible to develop efficient motion
planning methods based on the Traveling Salerperson (TSP)
with Neighborhoods [30]. Such techniques have been implemented on robots operating in real-world environments,
showing the feasibility of robotic data mules with current
technology [2].
For many applications of robotic sensor networks, a fixed
communication radius is not a valid assumption, due to
gradual degradation of packet error rate over distance [20].
To provide more realistic communication modeling, tworing communication models have been explored [26] as

well as methods that optimize based on expected network
latency [27]. Similar approaches have also been applied to
improving the placement of sensors to maximize communication efficiency [14]. While these prior works properly integrate network power consumption and latency, they utilize
information metrics based on information gain, which are not
fundamentally tied to the properties of the communication
system.
Robotic data collection from sensor networks has also
been applied to applications in underwater domains. In such
domains, communication is limited to long-range and lowbandwidth acoustic communication [24] or shorter-range and
higher-bandwidth optical communication [28]. In our prior
work, we have integrated robotic motion planning techniques
with realistic acoustic communication modeling for the problems of station-keeping [1] and underwater search [9]. In
recent work, we explored the problem of robotic data collection in underwater sensor networks, and we proposed motion
planning algorithms that optimize assuming a probabilistic
communication model [8]. In the current paper, we introduce
a new metric for such tasks that measures the integrity of
sensed information that is communicated over a channel1 ,
which improves the performance of the data collection.
III. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
In this section, we formulate the problem of mobile
data collection from stationary sensors using an autonomous
vehicle.2 We consider a pre-deployed network of K sensors
located in Rd with d ∈ {2, 3}, which yields the 2D and 3D
problems respectively. We assume that the location ls (:, k) ∈
Rd is given for each sensor k ∈ [1 : K], where K is the total
number of deployed sensors.
The objective of this work is planning the trajectory
of a robotic vehicle to gather data from a deployment of
stationary sensors observing a dynamic source, which is
modeled as a discrete time stochastic process {Si }i≥1 , where
i denotes the time index. The source is assumed to be
located at l ∈ Rd , and it evolves according to a zero
mean i.i.d. Gaussian random variable Si ∼ N(0, σ 2 ). The
i.i.d. assumption on the source distribution implies that the
time domain sampling rate of the source is larger than the
coherence time of the source (i.e., the time over which a time
varying source may be considered constant). From a practical
perspective, this assumption maps to the case wherein the
sensors only sample the source when there is a change in the
source; as such, innovative information is collected and can
1 This measure can be extended to the case where we wish to optimize
between sending sensed information and additional signals. This is an
avenue for future work.
2 Throughout the paper, we closely follow the standard notations. In
particular, a random variable is denoted by an upper case letter (e.g.,
X, Y, Z) and its realization is denoted by a lower case letter (e.g., x, y, z).
The shorthand notation X n is used to denote the tuple (or the column
vector) of random variables (X1 , . . . , Xn ), and xn is used to denote
their realizations. The notation X n ∼ p(xn ) means that p(xn ) is the
probability mass function (pmf) of the random vector X n . Similarly,
Y n | {X n = xn } ∼ p(y n |xn ) means that p(y n |xn ) is the conditional
pmf of Y n given {X n = xn }.

be thought to be statistically independent from the previous
samples.
The sensors observe the source through a noisy communication channel. The observation of each sensor k, which
we refer to as the state of the sensor k, can be modeled as
a discrete time stochastic process {Ski }i≥1 . The stochastic
process {Ski }i≥1 for each k ∈ [1 : K] is assumed to be
i.i.d. over time, whereas the state of different sensors at any
instant of time i can be arbitrarily correlated to each other,
or in other words, {Ski }K
k=1 are jointly distributed random
variables with joint density function fK (s1i , · · · , sKi ) for
each i ≥ 1. For the purpose of this work, we will assume that
{Ski }K
k=1 is a zero mean jointly Gaussian random variable
with a given covariance matrix, i.e., (S1i , · · · , SKi )T ∼
N(0, Σ). The covariance matrix can be evaluated by assuming an additive white Gaussian noise channel between the
source and each of the sensors, which is given by

noise, but also by the presence of the acoustic source in the
medium. We assume an expected average transmission power
constraint at the sensors
n
X
E(x2ki (Ski )) ≤ nPk , ∀ 1 ≤ k ≤ K,
i=1

where the expectation is over the random source sequence
S n , and n is the number of samples taken by the vehicle at
each location along its path. We also assume that the amount
of time n the vehicle stays at a particular location is sufficient
to invoke the law of large numbers.
The vehicle’s goal is to move along a trajectory collecting
data from the sensors to estimate the underlying sensor field
with maximum fidelity. The fidelity of the field estimate at
a particular location is measured by the expected distortion
n

D = E(d(S n , Ŝ n )) =

Ski = h(L(l, ls (:, k)))Si + Zki ,
where the receiver noise at the k-th sensor is Zki ∼ N(0, 1),
and h(·) is channel coefficient, which is some deterministic
functions of the distance L(·) between the source and corresponding sensor. Note that the covariance matrix ΣK×K is
time invariant since the process is i.i.d.
We consider the problem of data collection from such a
sensor network using a mobile autonomous vehicle equipped
with a wireless modem. The moving vehicle can be thought
of as a receiver that processes the received output to estimate
the source sequence. The location lv ∈ Rd of the vehicle is
assumed to be known with reasonable fidelity (e.g., using an
onboard localization system). The movement of the vehicle
is controlled and may be subject to constraints, such as
obstacles or vehicle kinematics. Based on these constraints,
a traversal cost C(l1 , l2 ) is defined for all pairs of points
l1 , l2 ∈ Rd .
Each of the stationary sensors k is capable of transmitting
a function of its observation xki = f (sik ) (note that xki is
a causal function of the sensor state sk ) over a noisy state
dependent Gaussian multiple access channel given by
Yi =

K
X

hk (L(lv , lsk ))Xki (Ski ) + Si + Zi ,

(1)

where d : S × Ŝ → [0, ∞) is a distortion measure between
a state symbol s ∈ S and a reconstruction symbol ŝ ∈ Ŝ,
which is a function of the observation y n at a particular
location lv . Without loss of generality, we assume that for
every symbol s ∈ S there exists a reconstruction symbol
ŝ ∈ Ŝ such that d(s, ŝ) = 0. In this work, we will consider
squared error distortion d(s, ŝ) = (s − ŝ)2 . The aim of the
autonomous vehicle is to estimate the underlying field S n
in minimum mean squared error (MMSE); the estimate is
made at each location and updated along the trajectory as
the vehicle gathers more and more information.
A. Motion Planning
In the context of gathering data from pre-deployed sensor
fields, the motion planning optimization problem is to generate a trajectory for an autonomous vehicle that retrieves
data from the sensors and minimizes the traversal cost of the
trajectory. The autonomous vehicle moves along a trajectory
P = [lv (:, 1), · · · , lv (:, T )] (a trajectory is represented as a
collection of points in Rd ) to gather data. As the vehicle
receives more information from the sensors along its trajectory of travel, it updates the effective distortion De (P t ) in
the estimation of the underlying field, which is given by

k=1

where the receiver noise Zi ∼ N(0, 1) and {hk }K
k=1 are
channel coefficients, which are again functions of the distance between the vehicle and corresponding sensor. We
would like to underscore the difference between our channel
model and the standard communication channel, as in we
consider that the channel output Yi also depends on the
the dynamic source Si in addition to the additive noise. A
motivating example for this state-dependent channel setting
would be to consider a dynamic acoustic source, which is
to be estimated at the autonomous moving vehicle with the
help of a pre-deployed sensor network.
The sensors send a function of their accumulated noisy
observation of the source to the vehicle through a communication channel, which is not only influenced by the receiver

1X
E(d(Si , Ŝi (Y n ))),
n i=1

De (P t ) =

1
(De (P t−1 ) + D(lv (:, t))), ∀ t ∈ [1 : T ],
2

where De (P 1 ) = D(lv (:, 1)), and D(lv (:, t)) is given by (1).
Given this problem formulation, we can state the following
formal optimization problem:
1: Given a trajectory cost function C(P) =
PProblem
T
c(P(t
− 1), P(t)), and a set of possible trajectories
t=1
P ∈ ψ, find
P ∗ = argmin De (P) s.t. C(P) ≤ B,
f (·),P∈Ψ

where T is the index of the last point on the trajectory, B is a
budget threshold on the cost of the trajectory (e.g., maximum
mission time, battery life, or remaining fuel), and f (·) denote
the encoding function at the sensors.

Remark 1: Instead of using the distortion metric as a
fidelity criterion for the source estimate, the amount of information that the receiver retrieves about the source sequence
can also be measured by the blockwise normalized mutual
information, as is customary in measuring the security of
the cipher systems in the literature of the Shannon theory
(see [19] for an example). The blockwise normalized mutual
information gain can be defined as
1
I(S n ; Y n ).
n
This measure guarantees that if there is coding involved
at the sensors, then a large value of the associated mutual
information implies reliable estimation at the receiver of the
underlying source sequence. An alternative to minimizing
the mean squared error of the estimate is to maximize the
blockwise mutual information. For Gaussian sources with
additive white Gaussian noises, which is the focus of our
work, it can be shown that both metrics are equivalent, and
the optimal strategy to maximize the mutual information also
minimizes that distortion metric (see [19] for details). For any
general source distribution, this mutual information measure
would never be smaller than the rate–distortion function
(see [6] for a detailed definition) of the source sequence,
computed at the distortion given by the minimum value of D
from Equation 1. Hence, minimizing the distortion remains
a valid approach even for non-Gaussian source sequences.
I=

B. Communication Strategy
If the vehicle were to know the sensor observations (s1i , · · · , sKi ) perfectly, then the optimal estimate
of the underlying field Si would be given by Ŝi =
E(Si |S1i , · · · , SKi ). Since the underlying field Si is jointly
Gaussian with (S1i , · · · , SKi ), then the optimal estimate Ŝi
is a linear function of the sensor observations (S1i , · · · , SKi )
and is given by
Ŝi = [ E(Si S1i ) · · ·

E(Si Ski ) ]Σ−1 (S1i , · · · , SKi )T

= Σc Σ−1 (S1i , · · · , SKi )T
= Λ(S1i , · · · , SKi )T =

K
X

λk Ski .

k=1

Thus, the aim of the vehicle (receiver in this case) is to
estimate this linear function of the sensor observations at
each location and update it along the path based on a strategy
as given below.
As discussed in the introduction, the optimal encoding
strategy at the sensors that achieve the minimum distortion is
an open problem. We assume that the stationary sensors have
limited capabilities and hence we choose thepencoding function XKi = f (Ski ) = αk SKi , where αk = Pk /Σ(k, k) is
a constant chosen to satisfy the input power constraint of Pk
at sensor k. Note that this simple amplification strategy at the
sensors may be suboptimal, but with practical constraints of
limited processing power at the sensors, amplify-and-forward
is the most natural coding strategy to consider and offers
good performance as seen in the sequel.

Now, let us compute the one-step effective distortion De
for the proposed encoder and receiver as the data gathering
vehicle moves from position lv (:, t) to lv (:, t+1). We assume
that when the vehicle is at location lv (:, t), the effective
distortion in estimating the observation Sk of sensor k from
T = 0 to T = t is given by Ds (k, t), and the effective
distortion in estimating the linear function of the sensor
observations till time t is given by De (P t ). Then, the
received output at the moving vehicle, when it is at location
lv (:, t + 1), is given by
Yi =

K
X

hk (L(lv (:, t + 1), ls (:, k)))Xki (Ski ) + Si + Zi ,

k=1
T

= S̃ h + Si + Zi ,
T

where S̃ and h are K dimensional vectors with their jth component given by hj = hj (L(lv (:, t + 1) , ls (:, 1)))αj
and S̃ j = Sji . If we choose Ŝki = E(Ski |Yi ), then the
distortion of the sensor observation Ski at location lv (:, t+1)
is
E(Sk Y )
,
D(k) = Σ(k, k) −
E(Y 2 )
E(Sk ([ S1 · · · SK ]h + S + Z))
= Σ(k, k) −
,
E([ S1 · · · SK ]h + S + Z)2
Σ(k, :)h + Σc (k)
= Σ(k, k) − T
.
h Σh + hT ΣTc + Σc h + E(S 2 ) + E(Z 2 )
The total distortions of the sensor observations along the
trajectory are then given by
Ds (:, t) + D
.
2
Hence, as the vehicle traverses from lv (:, t) to lv (:, t + 1),
the effective distortion De (P t+1 ) is given by
Ds (:, t + 1) =

De (P t+1 ) =

K
X

|λk | 2 Ds (k, t + 1).

k=1

Remark 2: The problem of online informative motion
planning to estimate an underlying source for a network of
sensing agents, each subject to some dynamic constraints
and sensor limitations, has also been considered in [17],
which focuses on a fixed vector source and quantifies the
informativeness of a node given its measurement sequence
as a function of the Fisher information metric for its connection to the Cramér–Rao lower bound (CRLB) on the error
covariance of unbiased estimators [6]. Indeed, the Cramér–
Rao matrix is exactly the inverse of the Fisher information
matrix. However, the one caveat of this approach is that
the Cramér–Rao lower bound is not always achievable, and
hence the Fisher information metric is not a true measure of
the actual information gain incurred in such settings.
In contrast, we consider an underlying stochastic source
(as compared to a fixed vector source), and hence the
Fisher information metric in its usual form (see [17]) is not
the lower bound on the error covariance in estimating the
dynamic source. The dynamic source in our problem setting

naturally suggests a stochastic version of the CRLB, wherein
a further averaging the CRLB is needed to account for the
stochatic nature of the source and this bound tends to be
even looser if the CRLB for the fixed source is not tight.
In contrast to prior work, we provide an encoding strategy
at the sensors and a decoding strategy at the receiver, which
quantifies the actual information gain at a node in terms of
the effective mean squared error distortion. It can be easily
shown that, conditioned on the encoding strategy of simple
amplify-and-forward at the sensors (note that the encoding
strategy we adopt may be suboptimal as we discuused
above), the decoding strategy at the moving vehicle, this
approach is optimal as it minimizes the mean squared error
in estimating the source sequence.
Remark 3: The path planning algorithm can be easily
extended to account for multiple sources present in the
environment. We wish to plan the trajectory of the robotic
vehicle gathering data from a set of K stationary sensors,
which observes a set of N dynamic sources. The n-th
source is modeled as a discrete time i.i.d. stochastic process
(n)
{Si }i≥1 , where i denotes the time index. The sources are
assumed to be independent with each other for simplicity
(n)
with Si ∼ N(0, (σ (n) )2 ). Each sensor observe the sources
through a noisy communication channel which is given by
Ski =

N
X

(n)
hn (L(ln , ls (:, k)))Si

+ Zki , ∀ 1 ≤ k ≤ K.

n=1

K
X

De (P1 ∪ {x})−De (P1 ) =
K
X

|λ(k)| 2

k=1

D(k) − Ds (k, P1 )
2

De (P2 ∪ {x})−De (P2 ) =

The sensors amplify their observation to satisfy the power
constraint (the amplify-and-forward is strictly suboptimal for
multiple sources and a more sophisticated encoding strategy
can be proposed) and send it to the moving autonomous
vehicle, which receives an output that is given by
Yi =

insight into the design of motion planning algorithms suitable for optimizing data gathering trajectories that minimize
distortion.
Definition 1: Let Ω be the set of grid points of the sensor
field. A function f : 2Ω → R defined on the subsets of Ω, is
said to be monotonically decreasing if for every T ⊆ S ⊆ Ω,
we have that f (T ) ≥ f (S).
Definition 2: A function f (·) defined above, is said to be
submodular iff for every X ⊆ Y ⊆ Ω and x ∈ Ω \ Y we
have that f (X ∪ {x}) − f (X) ≥ f (Y ∪ {x}) − f (Y ).
It is easy to see that the effective distortion function
De (·) is not monotonically decreasing since it is inversely
proportional to the channel qualities between the vehicle and
the sensors (and thus proportional to the Euclidean distance
between the sensors and the vehicle according to our channel
model). Hence, along a randomly chosen trajectory P, the
effective distortion may increase or decrease depending on
the varying channel qualities along the trajectory.
The effective distortion metric De (·) is also not submodular. To see this, let us consider a trajectory P1 ⊆ P2 and
consider a new point {x} ∈ Ω \ P2 . The effective distortions
along the trajectory are given by:

hk (L(lv (:, t + 1), ls (:, k)))αk Ski +

N
X

(n)

Si

+ Zi .

n=1

k=1

With this communication strategy, we can evaluate the effective distortion along a trajectory of each of the sources
separately based on an MMSE estimator discussed above.
The path planning problem then reduces to minimizing the
weighted effective distortion of the different sources, which
is given by
P ∗ = argmin

N
X

βn De(n) (P)

f (·),P∈Ψ n=1

s.t. βn ≥ 0,

N
X

βn = 1 and C(P) ≤ B,

n=1

where βn are pre-established priors that signify the relative
importance of the different sources.
IV. P ROPERTIES OF THE D ISTORTION M ETRIC
In this section, we show that the distortion metric defined
in the previous section is neither monotonic nor submodular,
two properties often associated with information optimization objectives [13]. These formal properties will provide

K
X
k=1

|λ(k)| 2

D(k) − Ds (k, P2 )
,
2

where D(k) is the distortion of the sensor observation
Ski at location x ∈ Ω. Since the effective distortions of
the sensor observations Ds (·, ·) is not monotonic (varies
randomly along a trajectory depending on the variation of
channel quality along the path), there is no definite ordering
between De (P1 ∪{x})−De (P1 ) and De (P2 ∪{x})−De (P2 )
for any randomly selected path in the sensor field. Thus the
effective distortion metric De (·) is also not submodular.
V. M OTION P LANNING A LGORITHMS
We now discuss a sampling-based motion planning algorithm that efficiently generates trajectories to minimize
the distortion metric while also maintaining the cost budget
constraints. As discussed above, the distortion metric is
neither monotone nor submodular, which excludes motion
planning algorithms that rely on these assumptions [3], [22].
The distortion metric is also not convex, and it often contains
a number of local minima. Thus, gradient-based methods are
likely to perform poorly (see the simulations in the following
section).
Our approach extends the RRT* [10] and InformationRich RRT [17] algorithms to provide optimized distortion
minimization. The key idea is to sample the configuration
space of the vehicle (i.e., locations where the vehicle may
visit) and to build up a tree of possible trajectories by
incrementally extending candidate trajectories towards the

sampled points. The main challenges presented by the distortion metric are (1) calculating the distortion at each node
on the tree in an efficient manner, and (2) focusing the
tree generation such that candidate paths satisfy the budget
requirements. We now discuss how we are able to handle
these two challenges.
One desirable property of the distortion metric is that
the distortion at time t + 1 is fully defined by the next
segment of the vehicle’s trajectory, the locations of the
sensors, the location of the information source, and the sensor
distortion matrix Ds (:, t) at time t along that trajectory. In
the case where we know the locations of the sensors and
the location of the information source, it is straightforward
to build trajectories in an incremental fashion by storing the
trajectory segments and the matrix Ds (:, t) at each node.
The memory requirements grow linearly in the number of
nodes in the tree and quadratically in the number of sensors:
O(N K 2 ). For large deployments, the sparseness of Ds (:, t)
and/or local approximations can further reduce these memory
requirements.
The problem of minimizing distortion subject to a budget
constraint differs in several key ways from problems typically solved using sampling-based motion planners. In many
problem domains, a vehicle must move from one point to
another while minimizing the trajectory cost [10], [17]. For
the problem of distortion minimization, there is no fixed
goal point. Instead, there is a hard constraint on budget at
which point the mission time has expired or the vehicle has
run out of fuel. To apply sampling-based motion planners
to these problems, we make the following modification:
if a candidate trajectory would exceed the budget, it will
never be extended towards a sampled point. We maintain
a closed list of nodes on the tree that represent completed
trajectories.3 As new points are generated, trajectories that
are not completed will be extended and eventually lead
to completed trajectories. This approach builds up a large
number of completed trajectories that efficiently explore the
space of trajectories and provide different levels of distortion
minimization.
The final two optimizations that we make for the samplingbased motion planner are to rewire the tree if a new trajectory
appears to provide lower distortion at a lower cost (see [10])
and to bias the sampling towards areas of lower distortion
(generated by an initial coarse distortion estimate). We also
store the locations of the nodes in a KD-tree, which allows
for efficient retrieval of the nearest nodes. The full BudgetConstrained Distortion Minimization RRT (BCDM-RRT)
algorithm is described in Algorithm 1. The general algorithm
allows for constraints on the vehicle’s motion (e.g., nonholonomic constraints) and can also account for obstacles
and “no-fly zones” in the environment.
We can also extend the proposed algorithm to multiple
vehicles by sampling in the space generated by the cross
product of the vehicle’s individual configuration spaces. In
3 We note that this method can also be used in a receding-horizon manner
by planning over a budget increment and then re-planning after the budget
increment is expended.

Algorithm 1 Budget-Constrained Distortion Minimization
RRT (BCDM-RRT)
1: Input: Step size ∆, Budget B, Workspace Xall ,
Free space Xf ree , Sensor/source specs Ssensors ,
Starting configuration xstart
2: % Calculate initial distortion
3: Dinit ← InitialDistortion(xstart , Ssensors )
4: Cinit ← 0, n ← hxstart , Cinit , Dinit i
5: T ← {n}, Tclosed ← ∅
6: while processing time remains do
7:
% Sample configuration space of vehicle
8:
xsamp ← Sample(Xall )
9:
% Find nearest point in tree that can be extended
10:
nnear ← N earest(xsamp , T \ Tclosed )
11:
% Extend towards nearest point
12:
xnew ← Steer(xnnear , xsamp , ∆)
13:
if xnew ∈ Xf ree then
14:
% Update distortion and cost
15:
Dnew ← Distortion(Dnnear , xnew , Ssensors )
16:
c(xnew ) ← EvaluateCost(xnnear , xsamp , ∆)
17:
Cnew ← Cnnear + c(xnew )
18:
nnew ← hxnew , Cnew , Dnew i
19:
% Set parent of new node
20:
parent(nnew ) ← nnear
21:
% Add to closed list if budget exceeded
22:
if Cnew > B − ∆ then
23:
Tclosed ← Tclosed ∪ {nnew }
24:
end if
25:
T ← T ∪ {nnew }
26:
end if
27:
% Get near nodes within pre-specified radius r
28:
Nnear ← N ear(xnnew , T \ Tclosed , r)
29:
% Rewire Nnear if cost/distortion both smaller [10]
30:
T ← Rewire(T , Nnear )
31: end while
32: P ← M inDistortionP ath(Tclosed )

the multi-vehicle case, a large number of samples may be
required to sufficiently cover the sampling space and generate
desirable trajectories. We leave a detailed discussion of
multi-vehicle data gathering for distortion metrics for future
work.
VI. S IMULATED E XPERIMENTS
We now provide simulated experiments to test the proposed motion planning techniques and their effectiveness
in minimizing the distortion metric. The simulations were
performed in C++ on an Ubuntu Linux desktop with a 3.2
GHz Intel i7 processor with 9 GB of RAM. We first examine
the performance of the proposed BCDM-RRT samplingbased motion planner in a 10 km × 10 km 2D environment
with 10 randomly placed sensors and a randomly placed
source. The vehicle is capable of unconstrained motion with
a maximum speed of 1 km/hr. The environment contains a
varying number of circular obstacles generated with random
radii up to 5 km.
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Fig. 3. Trajectory generated for an autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV)
with dynamics. The information source is shown as a square, and the sensors
are shown as diamonds. The vehicle’s starting point is shown as a circle, and
its trajectory is shown as a solid line. The proposed algorithm minimizes the
expected distortion along the path and also incorporates general constraints
on the vehicle’s trajectory. The vehicle moves in a trajectory that veers
towards the bottom sensor before moving towards a location between the
information source and its closest sensor.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the BCDM-RRT sampling-based motion planning
algorithm to a gradient-based approach and two heuristic strategies in a
10 km × 10 km environment with obstacles. The simulated vehicle is
capable of unconstrained motion at a maximum speed of 1 km/hr. The
proposed method provides improved estimation of the source signal for a
given trajectory length. Each data point is averaged over 1000 random sensor
deployments, and error bars are one SEM.

Figure 2 shows the results from data gathering tours in
1000 random deployments with an increasing number of
obstacles for two mission times. In all cases, the BCDMRRT outperforms the gradient-based method due to its ability
to escape local-minima in the distortion function and find a
more globally optimal path. The advantage of the BCDMRRT is greater with increasing mission times and with fewer
obstacles (due to fewer constraints on the vehicle’s motion).
We also compare to two heuristics that are unaware of the
underlying distortion: a random walk and a strategy that
moves directly to the information source. The BCDM-RRT
greatly outperforms these heuristics, which demonstrates
the importance of considering distortion in the trajectory
optimization.
We next apply our BCDM-RRT algorithm to a autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) with dynamics. The
BCDM-RRT was integrated into the Open Motion Planning
Library (OMPL) [7]. The 3D position of the AUV is defined
as x = (x, y, z), and the controls are modeled as u =
(uf , uz , uθ ). Simple vehicle dynamics are modeled using the
following equations: ẍ = uf cos θ, ÿ = uf sin θ, z̈ = uz ,

and θ̈ = uθ . Figure 3 shows an example trajectory in a 3sensor network where the vehicle veers towards one sensor
before moving towards the source and its closest sensor. This
sophisticated behavior is possible due to the generality of the
BCDM-RRT motion planning algorithm. The demonstration
of the proposed techniques to vehicles with motion constraints demonstrates the broad applicability of our approach
across platforms and application environments.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we have examined the problem of costconstrained motion planning of a robotic vehicle to gather
data from a network of stationary sensors tracking a dynamic source. Since the underlying objective is to estimate
a stochastic source sequence, we propose a performance
metric based on the concept of the minimizing the squared
error distortion in communicating the sensed signal. We
introduce a sampling-based motion planning algorithm for
optimizing data gathering tours for minimal distortion, and
we show that planning using distortion metrics provides
significant improvements in data gathering efficiency versus
naive methods.
We showed that a simple encoding and decoding strategy
performs well in this domain, and we plan to explore the
fundamental limit of the proposed distortion metric as future
work. We also plan to extend our framework to study
the trade-off between sending information about the sensed
source and additional signals (which could be for example a
preamble from each of the sensors to achieve synchronization
at the receiver). In addition, the extension to correlated
sources and moving sources would be of practical importance
for many spatio-temporal monitoring applications. From the
algorithmic point of view, one important area for future
work is to examine the asymptotic optimality of the BCDMRRT. Another area to consider is more informed sampling

techniques for biasing the tree generation towards areas of
minimal distortion. These refinements will move towards
improved estimation-theoretic planning for a wide variety
of robotic data collection tasks.
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